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Is Happiness the Enemy of Hope?
Positive Psychology in Light of
‘Christian Pessimism’
Skeptics claim that Christianity offers a way of thinking about human existence that offers happiness and hope but at the
cost of promoting a delusional view of the human condition. Positive psychologists, on the other hand, criticize Christian
focus on guilt, sin, and self-sacrifice for undermining both hope and happiness. Pessimists expect life to be marked by
pain, suffering, and failure. “Christian pessimists” insist that we acknowledge the human fault, but does so from within
perspective shaped by grace. Christian pessimism thus offers a perspective that affirms forms of hope and happiness that
do not crumble under pressure. The virtue of hope sustains authentic happiness—the fulfillment and joy of a life grounded
in grace.
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Relief Services and the Jesuit Refugee Service.
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